Narrow the gap between ESL and native speaker reading levels.

Become comfortable discussing books and using a broader range of vocabulary in conversation.

Learn appropriate vocabulary and new expressions for academic reading, writing and speaking.

Improve reading fluency and speed.

Prepare for reading in academic classes and the Nursing entrance exam.

Foster a love of reading fiction.

Discuss cultural topics and express opinions.

Schedule for Meetings in Room C-169

Every other Thursday: 2:00-3:15

January 28: Information Meeting
February 11: Discuss pp 1-76
February 25: Discuss pp 77-152
March 10: Discuss pp 153-228

Contact Amy Litman for more information:
amy.litman@csn.edu / 702-651-7576

Schedule for Meetings in Room C-169

Every other Thursday: 2:00-3:15

March 24: Discuss pp 1-72
April 7: Discuss pp 73-144
April 21: Discuss pp 145-216
May 5: Discuss pp 217-287

A historical novel about love and loss in the time of slavery in the U.S.

A historical novel about Irish orphans brought to the U.S. from the mid-1800s to the early 1900s